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One expects that anyone involved in politics will lie whenever they think they can get away
with it to burnish one’s own image and while also distorting reality to promote policies that
are  being  favored.  Nevertheless,  the  record  of  high  crimes  committed  by  a  series  of
presidents and their top aides since the so-called “war on terror” began has established a
new low for  government  veracity.  One  would  have  thought  that  the  fake  intelligence
fabricated  by  a  group  of  Zionists  in  the  Pentagon  and  White  House  to  launch  the
misadventures in Afghanistan and Iraq would be as bad as it could possibly get, but the Joe
Biden team has outdone even those unfortunately unindicted criminals by allowing itself to
be maneuvered by friends in NATO and by Israel into situations that are one step short of
nuclear war.

Listening  to  John  Kirby,  Lloyd  Austin,  and  Linda  Thomas-Greenfield  speak  suggests  that  a
course of remedial English might be in order as they cannot articulate a sentence that is
coherent, especially as they are frequently lying or being deliberately evasive. And then
there  is  teleprompter  Joe  himself  who can pout  over  the killing  of  13,000 children in
Palestine while also secretly sending weapons to the Israelis who are eager to slaughter still
more based on the judgement that they will grow up to be “terrorists.” Joe’s idea of a
exchange of views with the Israeli government is a threat to maybe do something unspecific
followed by a strongly worded message from Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu telling him
to “Go to hell!”

Joe’s  gang  cannot  confirm  that  the  Israelis  are  committing  war  crimes  linked  to  genocide
even though the rest of the world, including a majority of Americans, watch it happening on
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television and are convinced regarding what is taking place. But hey, Israel is a wonderful
little democracy and America’s best friend and ally in the whole wide world. Or at least that
is what Congress and the White House as well as the Jewish dominated media want you to
believe. In reality, Israel is a racist and sectarian state that has been a US liability since it
was founded, something that Secretary of State George Marshall warned about, but Harry
Truman wanted Jewish money so he could get reelected. Some things never change as we
watch Biden and Trump battle for the shekels by pledging their loyalty to Israel.

The latest wrinkle on the consequences of loving Israel so much comes with what it going on
with Iran, which had its Embassy Consulate General building in Damascus Syria attacked by
Israeli  fighter  planes,  killing  two  senior  Iranian  generals  plus  a  number  of  other  Iranians,
Lebanese and Syrians. For what it’s worth, embassies and consulates are generally speaking
regarded as untouchable military targets under the terms of the Vienna Convention, which
sought to keep enemies talking to each other even under the most adverse circumstances.
In fact, Syria last fought Israel in 1973, more than fifty years ago, and has not gone to war
with the Israelis since that time while Israel has been bombing Syria regularly as well as
killing  Iranian  officials  and  scientists  for  many  years.  Iran,  like  Syria  of  late,  has  never
attacked  Israel.

Iran has said it will retaliate and Israel has gone on high alert. So what does Biden do? He
warned  Iran  to  back  off  and  ignores  the  fact  that  it  was  Israel  that  did  the  unprovoked
attacking and started the whole business and pledges “ironclad” support for the Jewish state
if Iran dares to do anything serious in response. There are also reports that Israel and the US
are planning jointly their possible retaliation if  Iran were to strike. General Erik Kurilla,
commander of the US Central Command, is now on his way to Israel and is expected to
meet  Israeli  Defense  Minister  Yoav  Gallant  and  senior  Israel  Defense  Forces  officials  to
coordinate possible US responses with those of Israel. Nota bene that President Biden has
flipped  the  right  or  wrong  of  the  entire  affair  over  to  do  exactly  what  Israel  wants,  i.e.
hopefully have the US go to war with the Iranians. This has been Netanyahu’s intention right
from the beginning and there is also a bit of blackmail thrown in for good measure with
Israel  threatening  to  start  using  its  secret  nuclear  arsenal  if  the  United  States  stops
supplying  the  Jewish  state  with  weapons.  Israeli  Knesset  member  Nissim  Vaturi,  a
representative in Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s ruling Likud party, issued the threat
in an unsubtle way while discussing the probability that Iran would retaliate against Israel
for bombing its embassy. He said

“In the event of a conflict with Iran, if we do not receive American ammunition … we will
have to use everything we have.”

In other words, Israel will  have no choice but to start dropping nuclear weapons on its
enemies and might also attack its friends who failed to support it, a reference to the Samson
Option in which a beleaguered Israel would use its nukes to “take everyone down with
them.”

The timing of the embassy attack suggests that Israel is acting as it does, i.e. taking steps to
shift  the  narrative  and  restore  its  perpetual  “victimhood,”  because  it  definitely  needs  a
public relations boost in a world where only the US and a few other nations aligned with
Washington are not yet ready to give up on Bibi and his wild plans for regional domination.
The horrific killing of hundreds of Palestinians in the Al-Shifa hospital in Gaza as well as the
targeted assassination of seven employees of a charity that was bringing in food to those
starving due to Israel’s blocking the entry of relief supplies have been the top stories all
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over  the  world,  and  rightly  so.  The  Israeli  disdain  for  any  behavior  that  might  show
weakness in the drive to remove the Palestinians from Palestine has resulted in the Jewish
state’s being condemned and boycotted by much of the world with more to come.

Nevertheless, even in those countries that have made illegal pro-Palestinian expressions,
demonstrations calling for a ceasefire have attracted hundreds of thousands of protesters.
The governments confronting elections later this year, including the US and Germany, are
under considerable pressure to respond to the popular sentiment. Indeed, it is already being
mooted that President Joe Biden might well  fail  to be re-elected due to his kid gloves
handling of Netanyahu who has assessed Biden’s weakness and has heedlessly taken US
support as a given while also ignoring the warnings that are now coming out of Washington
and elsewhere over the genocide taking place.

Indeed, it  would be useful  to speculate that the conflict in Gaza is in part being used as a
smokescreen for developments with Iran and other Israeli neighbors that may prove more
dangerous in the long run. Even the well-informed might be surprised to learn that even
though Israel is not actually at war legally with several of its neighbors, it is nevertheless de
facto at war with three countries, Lebanon, Syria and Iran. It has been exchanging fire with
the Lebanese Hezbollah militias  on its  northern border  on an almost  daily  basis  since
fighting  with  Hamas  began  in  October  and  has  sought  and  apparently  obtained  US
guarantees of direct support should Hezbollah escalate its activity. In Syria, which has not in
any way attacked Israel, the Israeli air and missile forces have staged numerous attacks
against targets that it invariably claims to be “Iranian” even though most of the casualties
are Syrians. There have been missile and bombing attacks on Syria nearly weekly since
2017,  including  a  number  of  recent  incidents  involving  both  Damascus  and  Aleppo
international airports that endangered civilian passengers and air crews.

As reported above, the most recent and most damaging attack was directed against the
Iranian Consulate General, which was attached to the Iranian Embassy located in an upscale
neighborhood in Damascus, Syria’s capital. The building was completely destroyed by six
missiles fired from F-35 fighter planes that had crossed over the Syrian border from Israel,
killing several long-serving diplomats alongside Brigadier General Mohammad Reza Zahedi
and Zahedi’s  deputy,  General  Haji  Rahimi.  It  was also reported that  Brigadier  General
Hossein Amirollah, the chief of general staff for the al-Quds force in Syria and Lebanon, was
among the victims as was at least one Hezbollah member. Sources in Syria confirmed that a
total of 13 people were killed in the attack, including six Syrians. Iran’s foreign minister,
Hossein Amir-Abdollahian, said afterwards that

“We consider this aggression to have violated all diplomatic norms and international
treaties.  Benjamin  Netanyahu  has  completely  lost  his  mental  balance  due  to  the
successive failures in Gaza and his failure to achieve his Zionist goals.”

Both Iran and Hezbollah vowed revenge.

And just days before the attack on the Iranian consulate in Damascus, the Israeli military
had launched massive strikes against a target in Syria’s northern province of Aleppo which
killed at  least  40 people,  most  of  them soldiers.  The air  strikes hit  a  weapons depot,
resulting in a series of explosions that also killed six Hezbollah fighters.

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) subsequently revealed that it had strengthened air defenses
and called up reservists in expectation of a response either from Lebanon or directly from
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Iran  itself.  Zahedi  was  an  important  Iranian  official,  reportedly  responsible  for  the  IRGC’s
operations in Syria and Lebanon, for Iranian militias there, and for ties with Hezbollah, and
was thus the most senior commander of Iranian forces in the two countries. His killing was
the most significant death of a senior Iranian official since the murder in Baghdad of General
Qassim Soleimani  by the Trump Administration in January 2020.  As the IRGC is  a US-
designated terrorist organization, Washington may have in advance approved of the Israeli
action, though that was denied by the Pentagon.

Iran’s possible reprisal includes the capability to respond by directly launching missiles from
its own territory rather than via any of its proxy groups, which include the militias it supports
in Lebanon, Iraq and Yemen. Responding to that possibility, Israeli Minister of Foreign Affairs
Israel Katz has warned on social media that if Tehran attacked from its territory, Israel would
react and “attack in Iran.” Iran may therefore choose to respond indirectly or through a
proxy, but any major reprisal would be giving Israel an excuse to elevate the conflict, which
just might be the main reason for the attack on the Consulate General in the first place. It is,
however, widely believed that the Iranian leadership is eager to avoid any escalation into a
major or even a minor exchange that could be referred to as a war. Nevertheless, posters
have gone up around Tehran in a sign of public pressure for an Iranian response.

“The defeat of the Zionist regime in Gaza will continue and this regime will be close to
decline and dissolution,” Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said in a speech to
the country’s officials in Tehran. “Desperate efforts like the one they committed in Syria
will not save them from defeat. Of course, they will also be slapped for that action,” he
added.

Israeli Defense Minister Gallant responded to the Ayatollah, saying that Israel is “increasing
preparedness” in the face of threats from all across the Middle East. Gallant said that the
country’s defense establishment is “expanding our operations against Hezbollah, against
other bodies that threaten us,” and reiterated that Israel “strikes our enemies all over the
Middle East… We will know how to protect the citizens of Israel and we will know how to
attack our enemies.”

Intelligence sources in Washington suggest that Iran will try to respond by possibly blowing
up an Israeli Embassy or other building, or even by assassinating an Israeli official, but they
will more likely do something indirectly through a proxy like Hezbollah or the Houthis. They
could also send a more subtle message by accelerating their nuclear program, though there
is  a  danger that  that  would definitely  bring the US into the game, which is  precisely  what
Israel would like to see. They want to cripple Iran but would much prefer that all the heavy
lifting – and the casualties and costs – be endured by Washington. If a US intervention were
to occur and there were a misstep, it could easily escalate into a regional war with Lebanon,
Syria, Iraq and Iran all lined up against the US and Israel with China and Russia likely to be
playing a supporting role aiding the Arabs and Iranians. And don’t forget that Israel is
nuclear armed. If it gets in trouble it would see itself as a victim and would be tempted to do
something very dangerous.

So it is easy to see that Israel has staged a deliberate provocation to draw Washington into
its wars.

It is playing with fire in an attempt to once and for all establish its dominance over all of its
neighbors. Interestingly, the tone deaf Biden Administration appears to be falling into the
trap set by the Israelis.
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Beyond the “ironclad” pledge, it  also voted against a Russian and Chinese drafted UN
Security Council resolution to condemn the Israeli attack on the Iranian Consulate General.

The vote should have been a no brainer given the clear violation of international law and act
of war committed by Israel in doing what it did, but the US was joined by Britain and France
in casting the veto vote “no” reportedly after “Diplomats said the US told council colleagues
that many of the facts of what happened on Monday in Damascus remained unclear.” It all
means that Biden is stepping in it yet again in a situation where Netanyahu is in control and
running circles around him.

*
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